DIGITISATION
THE BIG QUESTIONS
1

WHAT IS DIGITISATION
The means of converting hard-copy or non-digital source documents into digital format (ISO
13028:2012)
‘Scanning’ is one method of digitising hard copy documents/source records
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TODAY IF MOST DOCUMENTS ARE BORN DIGITAL, WHY
DIGITISE AT ALL?
•
•
•

While most documents created today are 'born digital' there are still some documents:
Which are received by organisations in hard copy/paper format
Which the business uses somewhere within their processes and operations and which
remain in hard copy/paper format
Which were only captured in hard copy/paper format, such as those documents created a
number of years ago and held on hard copy files only
Digitisation is costly and the process can sometimes be quite complex. You need to be
sure that you only digitise those documents which must be digitised and for which there is a
clear measurable business benefit. To help you get the most out of your digitisation
process you need to undertake a number of steps as outlined in “A New Way of Thinking”.
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IS ALL DIGITISING/SCANNING EQUAL?
NO
An organisation MUST be able to prove that the scanned image is an accurate complete
reliable reproduction of the original source document which can legitimately be used in place
of a physical source document. It is very easy to create a reproduction which cannot stand in
the place of the original source document.
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HOW DO YOU ENSURE THAT YOU WILL CREATE AN
ACCURATE COMPLETE RELIABLE REPRODUCTION?
•
•
•
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WHAT AREAS OF THE BUSINESS WILL DIGITISATION HAVE
A DIRECT IMPACT UPON?
•
•
•
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Some or all of the organisations ‘Business Processes’/Operations
IT Infrastructure (system processing/performance and digital storage requirements).
The process the organisation uses to digitise/scan hard copy/paper documents.

HOW CAN YOU PREPARE FOR DIGITISATION?
•
•
•
•
•
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Your organisation must have a ‘Digitisation Process’ which will result in an accurate
complete reliable reproduction being created.
You need to have undertaken a Digitisation Risk Assessment.
You need a system with recordkeeping capabilities in which to capture the digital
reproduction.

Ensure you have Executive support and understanding of what the initiative entails
Ensure the organisation has a digital strategy which has been endorsed by Executive
Develop a Digitisation Policy which has been endorsed by the Executive
Ensure your organisation takes all possible steps to reduce the quantity of hard copy/paper
documents received via incoming hard copy mail process?
Ensure the business is fully prepared for digital operations

SO WHAT IS THE POINT OF DIGITISATION?
•
•
•
•

Digitisation supports an organisation commence the digital transformation.
Digitisation is required until an organisation stops receiving hard copy/paper documents
Digitisation is required until all business processes within the organisation no longer need
hard copy/paper documents
Digitisation is required in order to digitise documents which were captured in hard
copy/paper format only, such as those documents created a number of years ago and held
on hard copy files only. This is often referred to as ‘Back-capture’.

DIGITISATION REQUIRES A PARADIGN SHIFT
A NEW WAY OF THINKING!
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